
Sworn translation (TEP)  of contracts and agreements, powers of attorney, personal
documents, academic transcripts, diplomas, etc. for direct clients and agencies.

Business, financial and accounting translation, editing and proofreading of articles of
incorporation, tax returns, financial statements, statements of changes, etc. for direct
clients and agencies. 

Wine translation and interpreting of labels, back labels, tasting notes and data sheets
for well-known wineries.

Audiovisual translation and adaptation for dubbing, voice over and subtitling, (movies
and series scenes, video game cutscenes and dialogues); localization of gaming texts;
and audio description of videos and pictures for different entertainment companies.
Samples: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcujGBXeGzX3acqd2muXAKayP6LL2BUHJ

Medical translation, editing and proofreading for companies specialized in medical
devices market analysis and pacemaker implants.

LEGAL - FINANCIAL      WINE     AUDIO VISUAL

Cambridge International Examinations. June, 2019
C2 Level of the Common European Framework of Reference for Language.

I.C.M Instituto Cultural de Mendoza, Mendoza, Argentina. December, 2019
4-years course of studies oriented to sworn translation.

Universidad Tecnológica Nacional, Chaco, Argentina. September, 2020
Diplomatura (a short posgraduate degree)  in audio visual translation: video and video
games subtitling and dubbing; subtitling for the deaf and hard-of-hearing; audio
description for the blind and visually impaired. 

Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, Córdoba, Argentina. In progress
Specialization in legal and financial translation.

VALENTINAVALENTINA
MAZZEO GARCÍAMAZZEO GARCÍA

Translator with a highly developed
understanding of English and

Spanish languages and cultures.
Spanish (LATAM) native speaker
with a C2 level in English. Skil led

in quickly and accurate translating
from English to Spanish and vice
versa. Successful at maintaining

meaning and specific
characteristics of original source

language words and text style.
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valemazzeo11@gmail.com

+54 9 2622 511488

linkedin.com/in/valentina-

mazzeo-garcía

https://www.proz.com/profile/

2356870
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Microsoft Office         SDL Trados Studio     OmegaT                       Glossary Converter
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Subtitle Workshop     HandBrake                  Format Factory 
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